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- What’s happened...
- ... and what will happen now.

2. What’s happened?

- We’re deprecating the term IVORN – it’s been used inconsistently, and the parent term URN is deprecated, too.
- It’s now IVOID (full thing) and Registry part.
- Examples for all the parts.
- No explicit resolution algorithm any more.
- Instead: “Publishers are encouraged to declare at least one [PubDID-handling] capability [using] the Registry part of a PubDID.”

3. Going on

Identifiers 2.0 is now in TCG review.
[Don’t tell anyone, but if you spot a severe error, I’d still like to know]

- If you are in the TCG: Review!
- If you know someone in the TCG: Bug him/her to Review!
- If you mint PubDIDs: Fix them to be compliant and try them with the PubDID resolver

Thanks!

---

1 http://dc.g-vo.org/ivoidval/q/didresolve/info